In view of the risk contagion in supply chain (SC) regarded as a complex and non-linear system and its severe threat to the entire SC system, it is very necessary for the research on risk contagion of SC. Based on the analysis of risk contagion process for SC and the theory of system dynamics, from the perspective of the risk management decision-making behavior of enterprise in SC, this paper creatively constructs the risk contagion model. Next, simulation for this model was carried out to explore the evolution and mechanism of SC risk contagion, and reveal the risk contagion effects of individual enterprises on SC system. The results show that enterprises with different risk resistances have different abilities to control risk contagion, and need to start risk control under different conditions. Thus, the longer the incubation period of the SC risk, the more harmful the risk contagion for the three types of enterprises. At the same time, enterprises with different risk resistance and risk control capabilities, the contagion effect of risk in the three types of enterprises are different, enterprise should develop different strategies for risk management decisions at different times. Moreover, for enterprises in SC, enhancing their risk immunity is far more important than simply emphasizing risk control technology. On some extent, the research findings can help risk decision-makers verify the feasibility of risk control strategies, also help enterprises to analyze the contagious risks being faced, and to take effective measures to avoid those problems. It can also provide some reference to scholars for the related study.
INTRODUCTION
With the deepening of global integration and refinement of division of labor, enterprises are increasingly dependent on other members in the supply chain (SC). Meanwhile, the SC network has evolved into a complex and specialized system to satisfy the requirements of global procurement, dynamic alliance, rapid response and information sharing. In this process, the SC system becomes more and more vulnerable to external influence. Since the 1990s, supply chain (SC) emergencies have occurred at a growing frequency, owing to the dynamic market development and diversified personal demand. These emergencies have brought huge losses to many enterprises. For example, the 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes delivered a heavy blow to the automotive industry in Japan. In the same year, the floods in Louisiana forced the closure of the fourth largest refinery in the US. The Hurricane Maria in 2017 also evoked lasting negative repercussions on SCs. As far as China is concerned, the GDP growth, coupled with the boom of import/export, has exposed SCs to rapid growing risks. The SC emergencies may arise from natural disasters, equipment failures and other conventional factors. A typical example is the 2018 ZTE incident, which is resulted from the US ban on chip supply to the ZTE, a Chinese multinational telecommunications equipment and systems company.
In an SC system, the risk generated at a node can immediately spread to the adjacent enterprises in the up-and downstream, and then propagate across the entire SC through the relational structure. This phenomenon, often known as risk contagion, poses a major threat to the SC security. The highly contagious risk may accumulate, amplify, and event mutates, and eventually develops into a crisis, causing the interruption or failure of the SC system. As a result, many scholars have explored the risk contagion between SC enterprises, aiming to build a SC network that can effectively control risk contagion. In general, the following three aspects have attracted the most attention: the risk contagion mechanism [1, 2] , the risk contagion effects [3, 4] and the risk contagion models [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, the relevant studies have not formed a systematic research framework or approach. Neither have they provided powerful tools to contain SC risk contagion. This calls for further research into the mechanism and effect of SC risk contagion, especially the risk source and contagion path. The research results may of great help to create targeted measures against SC risk contagion. Of course, it is immensely difficult to develop a highly reliable and universal strategy for risk contagion control, for the SC system has been greatly complicated by the dynamic global market, refined division of labor and the interdependence between SC nodes. Despite all these, it may be possible to disclose the rules and features of SC risk contagion, and mitigate the losses induced by risk contagion, from the perspective of the macro-network structure and micro-agent behavior.
Based on the theory of system dynamics, this paper analyzes the core factors and contagion behavior of SC risks, and develops a model on the risk contagion process in the SC system. Next, simulation analysis was carried out to explore the evolution and mechanism of SC risk contagion, and reveal how risk contagion affects the SC system and individual enterprises. The research findings shed new light on the formulation of rational risk control strategies.
SC RISK CONTAGION ANALYSIS

The concept of SC risk contagion
Traditionally, risk is defined as the possibility and consequence of an uncertain event, which deviates from the expected goal of the decision maker. This deviation is usually used as an indicator to measure the extent of risk [9] . At present, some scholars try to use the concept of risk to defining the supply chain risk, but in view of Supply chain system as a complex system, its risk is difficult to be defined. Usually, the SC risk has been defined differently, depending on some perspectives [10, 11] . Nevertheless, all definitions of supply chain risk are based on the concept of risk, so the core content is relatively consistent, the main points are as follows [12] : (1) The uncertainty factors in SC are the main sources of SC risk.
(2) Supply chain risk can lead to Bullwhip effect, which enlarges the risk utility of supply chain (i.e. supply chain risk is contagious and diffused). (3) Supply chain risk is characterized by its vulnerability.
Due to the interdependence of among enterprises in SC, any problem in an enterprise will magnify its risk in SC under the Bullwhip Effect. In recent years, the catastrophic consequences of risk events in SC have made SC risk contagion an urgent research topic. In SC system, the risk of one enterprise may spread to the enterprises in the up-or downstream. With the elapse of time, the risk accumulates, amplifies and mutates until it disrupts the supply or demand will eventually evolve into a crisis, causing interruption or failure of the SC. But, similarly, there is also no clear, direct definition of SC risk contagion. Sometimes, this concept is described in other names (e.g. SC risk conduction, SC risk transmission), which have exactly the same meaning. Such as, drawing on the physical meaning of transmission, Qiu [13] defined SC risk transmission as the diffusion of the risk from the source to SC enterprises, under the effect of the risk booster, through the connections between the enterprises, and suggested that this process prevents the SC system to acquire the expected benefits. Li [14] gave the following definition to SC risk conduction: under the unavoidable interference and influence of internal and external uncertainties, the SC risk permeates the production and operation of SC enterprises in various forms, making them unable to achieve the production or operation goals. Reference [15] describes the risk contagion phenomenon as the propagation of the SC risk along the SC structure to the upstream and downstream enterprises, creating threats or losses to other SC members and leading to the breakdown of the SC.
SC risk contagion is sudden and concealed. The risk can spread to relevant SC nodes at a high speed, resulting in serious consequences. The failure of any SC node may trigger a violent chain reaction, which ends up as the interruption or failure of the entire SC system [16] . Hence, our research on SC risk contagion effect has theoretical and practical significance for the healthy and sound development of SCs.
SC risk contagion process
Each node in the SC system has some uncertainties, due to the interaction between internal and external environments. Once a risk catalyst takes effect, the risk of a node may become the source of risk contagion. Risk source is the basis of risk transmission in SC [17] . In this paper, the risk contagion process is explored from the perspective of enterprises, that is, the evolution of the risk of a single enterprise into the risk of the entire SC system.
There are many types of SC risks, ranging from reputation risk, information risk, and technology risk to management risk, etc. These risks can be attributed to the contradiction between demand and supply. Therefore, it is assumed that the failure to meet consumer demand is to fundamental cause of SC risks. This means demand satisfaction must be considered in the analysis of SC risk contagion.
Besides, the risks are not transmitted in the same quantity or size in the contagion process. Instead, the SC enterprises suffer damages of different intensities, depending on the power of the risks and their abilities to manage and eliminate risks. As a result, the probability of each enterprise being infected by risk should also be considered in the evaluation of the enterprise's risk resistance.
In addition, the risk contagion is nonlinear and bidirectional. On the one hand, the direct or indirect propagation of risks depends on the relational network between SC enterprises, which belong to different levels. On the other hand, the SC enterprises have mutual influences on each other, forming a complex networked structure. Through the structure, risks can transfer, accumulated and amplified among SC enterprises through business flow, logistics flow, capital flow and information flow, which are actually the carriers of risk, that is, the transmission medium of risk.
According to the risk susceptibility, risk receivers can be divided into three types: strong relationship enterprises, weak risk resistance enterprises and enterprises with low risk tolerance. The latter two have poor resistance to risk. The former enterprise has strong resistance to risk because of its flexible resource integration ability.
Based on the above understanding, this paper prepares a flowchart of SC risk contagion (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Flowchart of SC risk contagion
It can be seen from Figure 1 that, after the initiation of SC risk contagion, the enterprises of strong correlation, weak risk tolerance and poor risk resistance are the most likely to be affected. Once affected, these enterprises will spread the risk to their affiliates. By contrast, the enterprises of weak correlation, strong risk tolerance and good risk resistance are much less likely to be affected, and can take active measures to control the risk and reduce the losses. Through the contagion process, the SC risk will evolve from the risk of a single enterprise to the risk affecting the entire SC system. This means the mechanism of SC risk contagion is the propagation from the risk source to the risk receivers.
SC RISK CONTAGION MODELLING BASED ON SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Risk sources
The consumers in the SC environment fall into two major categories: terminal users and enterprises. The terminal users are concerned about the demands of personalized products and services, while the enterprises face three kinds of problems concerning resource demand, namely, upstream problems (e.g. the supply of raw materials), internal problems (e.g. production and management) and downstream problems (e.g. sales).
Therefore, the SC risk mainly refers to the possible events in the SC that may lead to dissatisfaction of products and services, that is, the SC risk comes from unmet consumer demand. Among the risk carriers in Figure 1 , products and services are the fundamental ones, serving as the basis of other risk carriers. Comparatively, the SC risk is more likely to originate from products than services. In many cases, product risk is used as the byname of the SC risk. Note that product risk is not limited to the function of products, but exists in every stage of the SC, from R&D, procurement, production to sales. In other words, product quality faces the risks from every aspect in the SC environment, ranging from production to sales. Meanwhile, service risk mainly concerns the quality of information about the products and the provision of valueadded services.
In view of the fact that the source of this risk lies in product quality, service quality and enterprise's own risk management ability, in this paper, the SC risk contagion are explored based on the following sources: the SC risk hinges on products, services and risk control ability; the quality of products and services is evaluated by consumers; the quality of risk control is reflected in the control effect related to enterprise risk management decision-making ability. On this basis, this paper measures the SC risk against two criteria, namely, consumer satisfaction, and risk control effect, which depends on the risk management decision-making behavior of enterprises. This research perspective helps to identify the SC risk accurately, and realize macro-control of adverse events.
Hypotheses
For simplicity, the following hypotheses were put forward: (1) From the perspective of manufacturing enterprises, the SC risk has four possible sources (product, service, resource supply and demand, and information), regardless of natural and political factors. The information entropy of risk in each source can be determined separately according to the relevant influencing factors. Then, the four entropies can be synthetized into the information entropy of the SC risk.
(2) From the perspective of the SC structure, the SC risk is incentivized by structure robustness, logistical effectiveness, cooperation strength and market adaptability. These incentives can interact with the four possible sources in Hypothesis (1). In fact, there is a mutual dependence between the risk factors of the SC structure and those of manufacturing enterprises (in the supply and demand process).
(3) Each SC node has certain requirements on supply or demand. When the supply or demand requirements of every node are fulfilled, the corresponding SC state can be taken as the ideal situation.
(4) The supply and demand flows in the SC are multi-level and bidirectional.
SC risk contagion modelling
Complex SC system
The SC system is the entirety of numerous members (e.g. suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and consumers), the correlation of each member with others and the external environment, various business activities (e.g. forecast, planning and distribution) and multiple flows (e.g. information, material and capital). The complex structure of the SC and the intricate interaction between SC members give rise to many problems in SC management, including but not limited to the bullwhip effect, contract management, cost control, and coordination with the environment.
The above analysis shows that the SC system is essentially a giant complex system, similar to the weather system [18~20]. The system complexity must be fully considered to identify the concealed nonlinear features and contagion law of SC risk evolution. In the complex, dynamic system, the SC risk is highly contagious due to the close correlation between SC nodes.
The theory of system dynamics
In 1956, Jay. W. Forrester proposed the system dynamics, a method for systematic analysis of socioeconomic issues [21] . Since then, this method has been extended to various fields from the original application scope, i.e. business management [22] . With the growing awareness of the nonlinearity in society and economy, many have applied the system dynamics to simulate complex socioeconomic systems. The results show that the complex nonlinear systems can be modelled accurately by the system dynamics.
The system dynamics integrates a variety of theories and techniques: feedback control theory, decision theory, test methods for system analysis, system thinking, computer simulation, to name but a few. This integrated method provides an ideal tool to study the SC risk management [23, 24] . After all, the SC risk management requires highly dynamic simulation to capture the time-variation of system behaviour, identify the behavioural changes behind system structure, and optimize structural parameters.
Modelling of risk contagion in SC
According to the above hypotheses, the internal risks of the SC come from the decisions on supply and demand of SC nodes. The decision-making behaviour of each node (enterprise) depends on its ability to satisfy the dynamic demand of consumers in quantity and quality. To fulfil the demand, the enterprise needs to adapt to the market environment, fully understand the market information, and make correct decisions to provide consumers with targeted, quality products and services. Only when the consumer demand is satisfied, can the enterprise mitigate or eliminate SC risk, and maximize its benefits.
The above analysis shows that an SC enterprise needs to control risk contagion considering the system dynamics, complexity and nonlinearity. Thus, the following model was constructed for the internal SC risks per unit time from the perspective of manufacturing enterprises:
where PU is consumer satisfaction; DC is the consumer churn rate in a production cycle, i.e. the annual mean number of transactions (the value of DC is an integer greater than or equal to zero); M (0≤M≤1) is the risk immunity of an enterprise; Q=g*H*g/(F*e*s) (0<Q≤1) is the risk control ability of an enterprise, i.e. the probability of successful handling of SC risk, which was extended from the definition of rod mechanical efficiency. In the formula, G represents the hazard degree of risk, h refers to the number of risks controlled in a period of time, g stands for the probability of successful risk handling in a production cycle (the number of risks controlled / (the total number of risks * the length of the production cycle)), F means the risk handling enthusiasm, e describes the risk control investment, and s reflects the mean handling duration. N(t)
represents the status of enterprise risk in SC.
() dN t dt
shows the contagion effect of risk in SC.
The model shows that the contagion of enterprises in SC is not only related to the risk resistance of enterprise itself, but also to the contagion intensity of risk source.
For simplicity, it is assumed that Z=(1-M)/(PG*(1-DC)) and V=DC*(1-PU)/Q. Z (0≤Z≤1) is denoted as the coefficient of self-immune risk for an enterprise in SC. This parameter covers consumer satisfaction, consumer churn rate, and the immunity of risk. V (0≤V≤1) represents the coefficient of an enterprise's exposure to external risk. The values of Z and V are constants in the same environment, because risk contagion only occurs under specific environment and at specific time. V indicates the effect of risk transmission in SC under certain risk control capability of enterprise. Z shows the effect of risk transmission in supply chain under certain enterprise risk resistance.
Risks will spread from weak to strong and from point to face. Therefore, the assessment of the contagious risk in the budding stage is a key feature in predicting risk. The evolution of risk includes horizontal diffusion and vertical deepening, which is mainly caused by the loss of customers and unsatisfactory customers. Vertical deepening is mainly caused by the enterprise's ability to defend against risks or risk resistance.
Discussion of this model
To illustrate the risk contagion characteristics represented by the model, we further decompose this above model. Through the integral operation for equation 1, the solution is given by formula (2). 
Next, the problem needs to be discussed in three possible cases:
(1) case (I) After derivative operation of equation 2, then, In order to more intuitively show the relationship between the change of V and Z and risk contagion, this paper will simulate the risk contagion effect of Supply Chain Based on MATLAB software.
SIMULATION OF RISK CONTAGION EFFECT
Computer simulation provides an effective way to study the dynamic changes in complex, nonlinear, high-order systems containing multiple variables and differential equations [25] . MATLAB software as a software of computer simulation, it is the abbreviation of MATRIX LABoratory. It was developed by The MathWorks Company of the United States and can be used for data analysis, data visualization, system simulation, and so on [26] . Because of its powerful function and easy to learn and use, it has been applied in many fields. So, here, based on the software of Matlab 7.1, the risk contagion effect of the model should to be simulated.
To disclose the relationship between risk evolution and parameter change, the values of Z and V were kept constant separately during the simulation. In this paper, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.9 are taken as the values of two parameters respectively to form the simulated risk evolutions in SC system recorded as in Figures 2 and 3 below. As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , when either Z or V was kept constant, the risk evolution picked up speed with the increase in the other parameter. Thus, the risk evolution speed is positively correlated with Z value and V value. It can also be seen from Figure 3 that the greater the V value, the higher the risk occurrence, and the greater the risk damage.
Next, the risk evolution was simulated respectively under the extreme values of V and Z. The simulated results are displayed in Figure 4 below. Figure 4 , unstable (noisy) the SC system was, the higher the risk, the more obvious the contagion and the more intense the chaos and collision. Specifically, the enterprise with high risk and poor risk resisting ability should start control risk contagion at the Z value of 0.85, which indicates the start of chaotic risk evolution in the SC. The enterprise with unobvious risk and moderate risk resistance should begin implementing risk control measures at the V value of 0.6. The enterprise with general risk and general risk resistance, which had the widest risk contagion area, should adopt risk control measures at the vertex of the sector of its risk contagion area at the Z value of 1.4. Thus, different enterprises should make the decision to control SC risk at different times with different strategies. At the same time, assuming that the risk immunity of enterprises is insufficient and the risk control ability of enterprises is strong enough, enterprises will fall into the chaotic and orderly risk contagion and risk control stage at 0.4 risk state. These results have certain reference for enterprises to formulate risk contagion strategies in SC.
In order to further explain the law of SC risk contagion, we classify the enterprise into two cases from the extreme values of V and Z. on the one hand, the evolution of risk contagion also shows that enterprises with sound risk immunity also have a certain potential risk control ability, which can quickly make adaptive response to delay the contagion of risk. On the other hand, only companies with strong risk control capabilities may not have potential risk immunity. Such enterprises are prone to premature infection risks and will carry out risk control work earlier than the former enterprises. This also reveals that for enterprises in SC, enhancing their risk immunity is far more important than simply emphasizing risk control technology.
Another case for the third kind of enterprise is that presents the component contribution of the two factors on the risk contagion effect of the supply chain. It is learned that the healthier the enterprise, the earlier the risk contagion ended. Thus, healthy enterprises can detect and control risks in time. Incredibly, risk medium-controlling enterprises had the longest risk contagion period among all SC enterprises, indicating that general risk control ability cannot detect and eliminate all SC risks, despite being able to suppress the emergence of same latent risks. The kind of enterprise with general risk resistance and risk control, should to be impacted slowest on by risk sources in SC. Once the risk is introduced, such enterprises will make a great response to adjust their risk immunity and risk control capabilities. Once the panic period is passed, the risk will evolve in infection by an orderly manner. Because these enterprises have certain risk immunity and risk resistance, they often have the worst vigilance against risk contagion.
CONCLUSIONS
Due to the complexity of risk source and contagion path, based on the analysis of risk contagion process and risk carriers and risk source from consumers of SC regarded as a complex and non-linear system, this paper creatively constructs a risk contagion model based on system dynamics. To test the validity of this model, the Matlab software was applied to simulate the evolution of risk contagion in SC. The simulation results show that the three types of enterprises with different risk resistances have different abilities to control risk contagion, and need to start risk control under different conditions. The study is creative for the explaining of transmission and accumulation of risk for a node in SC evolved into for the whole SC system. It can help enterprises to recognize the crisis they are facing with in risk contagion of SC and the limitations of their ability to cope with risk contagion.
